
August 31st, 2015 

Meeting with the Ministry of Natural Resources, Park 

Superintendent: John Fisher and your WWBA Executive: 

Marsha Ramage and Larry Simpson 

 

Topics Discussed 

1. Beach Maintenance in 2015 

2. Use of Beach in 2015 

3. Opening up additional beach from 57th Street to 51st Street by removing 

additional vegetation 

4. Beach improvements and challenges west of 60th Street 

5. Permit applications 

6. The importance of Sands Dunes and Berms at the back of the beach. 

(Both on Ministry land and residential property) 

7. Phragmities: Continuing to manage and eradicate 

8. Equipment required to maintain the beach and possible fundraising 

efforts 

 

Beach Maintenance in 2015 

Your WWBA executive commended and thanked the Ministry for their efforts 

throughout 2015, to make the beach a clean, pleasant and great space to enjoy 

beach activities. The condition of the sandy beach areas and amount of beach areas 

have led to many positive responses and comments by beach users. Your WWBA 

looks to the 2015 Maintenance Programs as becoming the Standard for years to 

come. 

 

Use of Beach in 2015 

The level of beach use observed by your executive and others appears to be up 

considerably from past years. While we have no statistics to support these claims it 



is quite apparent from visual observations that the beaches are being well used by 

residents and visitors alike. 

The weather has likely contributed to this result as it has been conducive to beach 

enjoyment. Your executive would also like to think that the beach conditions have 

encouraged people to use the beach more and return regularly. Verbal feedback 

from residents and guests support these statements. 

The Ministry has also indicated their Parking numbers for 2015 are up. 

 

Opening up additional beach from 57th Street to 51st Street by removing 

additional vegetation 

Your Executive on behalf of the Association Members asked about the possibility 

of clearing additional vegetation at the back of the beach areas leading to the base 

of the dunes in areas between 57th Street and 51st Street. 

The Ministry advised that there are no intentions or desire to engage in this 

additional opening up of beach areas.  

Beach improvements and challenges west of 60th Street 

These areas pose significant challenges to any beach restoration projects in terms 

of how to proceed, at what cost and determination of potential success. 

A poll by your executive through visitations of beach front and local residents was 

a toss-up in terms of those wanting vegetation removed and those who do not mind 

it as they prefer the enjoyment of minimal activity in their beach front areas. 

Vegetation has grown right to waters’ edge in the areas west of 60th Street to 

approximately 63/64th Street. West of this area there are still significant beach 

areas with which the Ministry has done a good job in maintaining. These areas 

have also been well used by residents and visitors alike in 2015. 

The Ministry has now improved the back path from 61st Street through to 

approximately 64th Street. They have trucked in considerable sand and graded the 

area to make a very nice pathway for traversing the beach and for Ministry 

vehicular traffic.  

 

 



Permit applications 

The permit process is available to those beach front residents who wish to improve 

their beach conditions in front of their home/cottage. They simply need to contact 

the Ministry at the Park Office. 

The Ministry has received in excess of 40 Permit Application requests for various 

beach projects. Many beach front residents have gotten together to undertake like 

projects through a single contractor. 

Our understanding of the permit process is that the Ministry will meet each 

applicant to ensure a complete understanding of the work to be undertaken and will 

work with each resident to ensure appropriate respect to the environment is 

considered, legalities are respected and safety concerns are addressed. 

 

The importance of Sands Dunes and Berms at the back of the beach. (Both on 

Ministry land and residential property) 

Your executive has learned much about our beach since the formation of our 

Association back in 2014. 

Probably the most important feature of our beach are the Dunes and Berms located 

at the back of the beach areas in relation to the waters’ edge. These Dunes and 

berms serve multiple purposes in the preservation and conditioning of our beach. 

They serve to prevent unwanted and unnatural aspects getting to the beach by 

filtering and stopping the inland flow to the beach. These unwanted aspects are 

numerous but some relate to grass seeds, fertilizers and other unwanted chemicals. 

Not only do these Dunes and berms stop the flow of the inland contaminants but 

they also stop the sand from leaving the beach. Sand cannot be replenished if there 

is nothing to stop it from leaving the beach areas. In a perfect world the dunes 

capture the sand and create a natural fall back to the waters’ edge which allows for 

good drainage and a clean sandy beach with some natural and pleasing vegetation. 

The past removal of Dunes and berms has contributed greatly to the vegetation 

growth issues experienced over the last many years. This is far from the sole issue 

but is a major contributor. The Dunes and Berms provide a significant ecological 

balance. 



It is also important to note that the removal of Sand Dunes and Berms whether on 

Ministry Property or Private Residential Property is illegal by Provincial Law. 

The Ministry is willing to work with beach front residents who wish to capture 

sand through implementation of snow fencing projects during the fall and winter 

periods. 

 

Phragmities: Continuing to manage and eradicate 

While Phragmities continues to be an issue, it was observed this year that less 

overall growth was apparent. 

This is likely due to the combined efforts of the Ministry where they had 

undertaken application of specific chemicals to the Phragmites’ stalks over prior 

years and the now three volunteer events held by the WWBA with the Ministry to 

remove seed heads and undertake full stalk removal. These events were well 

attended by Association Members and positive results are being seen. 

We are a long way from ridding the beach of this invasive species and will need to 

continue to be diligent in our efforts to manage the issue of Phragmities growing 

within the beach areas. 

 

Equipment required to maintain the beach and possible fundraising efforts 

The Ministry has done a good job of beach maintenance with the current 

equipment they have in their possession. The ongoing tilling and raking of the 

beach has proved to be a successful result. 

The one concern that comes up over and over is the ability to rake the beach and 

rid it off unwanted debris and vegetation while leaving the sand behind. The 

current equipment does a good job but a certain amount of sand is removed as 

well. This compounded over time can eliminate quantities of sand and given the 

beach is not replenishing sand as in the past this will impact the overall look and 

feel of the beach. 

A WWBA Member has brought to our attention a specific type of equipment and 

we have confirmed that the Ministry has been attempting to acquire a machine 

called a “Barber Surf Rake”. This is an expensive piece of equipment which has 

yet to fit into the Ministry’s Budget for new equipment. 



 

The Barber Surf Rake does a very good job of cleaning the beach without 

removing sand and would be a great addition to Ministry’s Maintenance 

Equipment portfolio. All beach users from West to East would benefit. 

Preliminary discussions have occurred whereby a combined financial push could 

take place where the Ministry, the Town of Wasaga and a fundraising effort by the 

various stakeholders could move the acquisition to reality from today’s wishful 

thinking. Your Executive will continue to follow up on this possibility. Should this 

move forward we would be looking for Membership Volunteers to assist in 

fundraising efforts. We will keep you apprised. 

 

Regards, 

 

Your Executive: 

Marsha Ramage, President  

Larry Simpson, Vice President 

 

 


